cessful methods are the various kinds of motor and sense training, and Barr asserts that constant occupation is for them the only security from deterioration. The psychiatrist, too, has found that with many abnormal and pathological mental conditions some form of physical training,?motor activity,?is always indicated. When such an authority as Dr. Adolf Meyer speaks of "exercise and its influence upon our readiness to meet the ordinary demands of life," it behooves us to listen. We all know that readiness to meet the ordinary demands of life is the surest criterion of a normal mind, the goal towards which all endeavor in this line is directed.
And it seems to be an established fact that training or treatment along motor lines is one of the well marked highways to this goal.
In The ball is a large rubber one, about four and one-half inches in diameter.
To-day for the first time he showed that he could distinguish colors.
I added pink strips of paper to the red and green ones, mixed them all together, and then separated one of each color as nuclei of three piles. I then gave him the rest of the paper and told him to put the strips in the proper piles. He did remarkably well.
He made some mistakes, but was always able to correct them.
Sometimes I had to call his attention to a mistake, but at other times he discovered it himself and corrected it.
I did not try to teach him. the names of the colors. 
